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LAGOON: Compact Paddling Fun
This is our smaller entry level kayak built
reliable and tough. Aimed at lighter paddlers
the flatter hull design makes this a very
easy kayak to paddle with excellent stability
whether exploring lakes and waterway or
having fun at the beach. There’s room aboard
for snorkelling gear and a dry bag, and the
Lagoon is stackable to make storage and
transport a breeze.

FEATURES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Side grab handles
• Front and Rear Well
• 1 x Storage Hatch with removable bucket
4 x Color choices for Lagoon (Blue, Green, 
Red, Yellow)

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 2.6m length
• 74cm width
• 16kg weight
• 100kg carrying capacity

NEMO: Family Fun Kayak

NEMO 2PLUS1: 
Double, Triple or Solo

The Nemo takes our fantastically successful
smaller kayak and stretches it for even
more room. The increased length improves
performance and will suit those looking to
spend more time relaxing onboard. The mini
well rear well gives somewhere to rest a dry
bag or crate and the hatch provide internal
storage options.

The most versatile double kayak available

with a clever mid seat to allow easy paddling

as a single. Easy paddling as a double, or as a

double with a junior sitting in the middle,

making it much easier to get the whole family

on the water. Awesomely stable the Nemo 2

plus 1 offers room and comfort.

FEATURES:
• Propelz Eco paddle
• Propelz Ergo seat
• Full safety grab line
• 1 x Storage hatch with removable bucket
• Flush mount rod holder
• Light & easy to handle 

FEATURES:
• 3 Molded seat positions   • 2 x Propelz Eco paddles   • 2 x Propelz Ergo Seats 
• 3 x Storage hatch (2 with removable bucket)   • 2x Flush mount rod holder 

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3.2m length
• 79cm width
• 20kg weight
• 130kg carrying capacity

SPECIFICATIONS:  • 3.9m length    • 81cm width    • 28kg weight    • 200kg carrying capacity

OZZIE: Light & Stable Family Kayak
A kayak made for fun, the Viking Ozzie shows
what recreational kayaks should be capable of,
playing in the waves, exploring waterways, or
even launching through the rocks to find out
what’s just around the corner. Much more than
just a toy, this is a kayak that will take kids
of all ages on an adventure. It’s short, light,
and easy to manage, yet has the stability and
capacity to take paddlers up to 120kg.     

FEATURES:
• Propelz Eco paddle
• Propelz Ergo seat
• Full safety grab line
• 1 x Storage hatch with removable bucket
• Flush mount rod holder
• Light & easy to handle 

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 2.7m length
• 79cm width
• 18kg weight
• 120kg carrying capacity

ESPRI: Family & Cruising Kayak
The Espri delivers class leading performance
in the waves, on the ocean and lakes, fishing
or just cruising. It’s the ultimate all - rounder
offering, manoeuvrability, speed, and stability
in a package the whole family can paddle.
Large rear well provides adequate space for a
child, the family dog or a dry bag with extra
gear.

FEATURES:
• Propelz Eco Paddle
• Side grab handles
• Front and Rear Well
• 1 x Storage Hatch with removable bucket

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3.6m length
• 80cm width
• 22kg weight
• 180kg carrying capacity



JAVLIN 14: All Round Ski
The Javlin 14 Ski is easy to paddle for
everyone, designed for handling surf
conditions, fitness and general recreation No
experience required. This ski has everything
you need with all the benefits of similar sized
glass skis but without the price tag or the fear
of damage. Rudder system is controlled by
Viking’s easy to adjust foot pedals which suit
all leg lengths.

FEATURES:
• Propelz Eco paddle
• Propelz Ergo seat
• Carry Handles
• 2 x Storage hatches (1 with removable bucket)
• Light & easy to handle 

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 4.0m length
• 62cm width
• 19kg weight
• 110kg carrying capacity

PROFISH 35: Light Fishing Kayak

ANGLER UPGRADE KIT
Set your kayak up for fishing adventures 

 with one of our factory installed kits

Our entry level fishing kayak designed for
kid and adult anglers up to 90kg looking for
a compact craft suited to both fresh and salt
water use. Whether this is your first fishing
kayak or the one you grab to explore tight
waters in creeks and estuaries you will enjoy
the stability and easy paddling nature of the
Profish 35. Loads of unique storage and great
features round out a superb light fishing kayak.

OZZIE, NEMO & ESPRI KIT INCLUDES:
• 1 x Railblaza Rodholder & Starport

• 3 x Flushmount Rod Holders
• 1 x Paddle Holder Kit 

NEMO 2PLUS1 KIT INCLUDES:
• 2 x Railblaza Rodholders & StarPorts

• 2 X Paddle Holder Kits

FEATURES:
• Propelz Speed Paddle • Propelz Fisherman Seat  
• Large Central storage well • 4 x Flush mount 
 rod holders • 2 x StarPort HD Mounts • Paddle 
 Holder • Carry Handles • 6” Hatch with 
 Removable Bucket • Light and Easy to Handle

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3.5m length
• 77cm width
• 24kg weight
• 110kg carrying capacity

TEMPO FISHERMAN FEATURES
Propelz Fisherman Seats, Propelz Speed 
Paddles, 2x 6” Hatches, 2x Rodholders, Paddle 
Holder

TEMPO II  FISHERMAN FEATURES
2x Propelz Fisherman Seats, 2x Propelz  
Speed Paddles, 4x 6” Hatches, 4x Rodholders, 
2x Paddle Holders, easy to carry handles and 
more...  

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 3.9m length
• 82cm width
• 29kg weight
• 160kg carrying capacity

SPECIFICATIONS:
• 4.7m length
• 85cm width
• 35kg weight
• 260kg carrying capacity

TEMPO FISHERMAN 
& FISHERMAN II
Motor capable Fishing Kayaks 

The Viking Tempo Fisherman single kayak,
and the Tempo Fisherman II double kayak,
answer the long awaited call for stable, roomy
fishing and expedition kayaks. Both models
feature comfortable moulded seats, large
front and rear wells for fish and gear.
These kayaks are super stable, and have been
designed to be powered by an electric motor
using our custom designed Motor Mount Kit.
Paddle or motor, you will enjoy many happy
hours in your Tempo kayak.

STANDARD KAYAK
The Tempo Fisherman kayaks paddle well
with or without motor. Its huge payload
capacity is ideal for extended expeditions. A
rudder option is available. The design of the
hull is particularly good surfing into a beach
without the fear of roll over.



PROFISH GT
Compact Fishing Kayak

Solid built-in side handles

Removable tackle pod

Large Oval storage hatch Large central storage well

Optional tackle pod

Removable chill pod

Recessed transducer scupperTackle pod transducer scupper

PROFISH 400
Light weight Fishing Kayak

Pictured 
with  
optional 
rudder

Short, easily managed, and incredibly
maneuverable, this is our new “4WD” fishing
kayak. The Profish GT is brilliantly stable and
will appeal to salt and fresh water anglers
looking for a dry ride. Above the waterline
the Profish GT has a similar cockpit design
to the Profish Reload with its comfortable
seating position and removable Tackle Pod
system. This makes it possible to change
configurations using accessory Kid Pods and
Flat Deck Tackle Pods. Fish storage options
such as the Chill Pod, Chill Bag, and insulated
Cover are the same as the Reload and Profish
400 making it possible to mix and match
accessories across a range of kayaks.

Light & sleek, this is a kayak that’s a delight

to manage on and off the water. Whether

touring or fishing everyone will appreciate

how easy it is to paddle. The low wind profile

of the Profish 400 Lite enhances control and

reduces effort in breezy conditions. Smaller

paddlers are catered for with side scallops for

an improved paddle stoke, while extended leg

room delivers comfort for taller individuals.

This is a kayak that delivers true big water

performance in a compact, light weight

package.

FEATURES:
•  Viking’s unique Reload Tackle Pod fitted, 

with the optional Flat Deck Tackle Pod and 
Kid Pod available. 

•  Large accessory hatch fitted for extra 
storage in the front of the kayak 

•  Molded side handles for better balance when 
lifting and carrying

•  4x flush mount rod holders fitted for 
flexibility when placing fishing rods

•   Supplied with propelz speed paddle, deluxe 
fishing seat, 1x paddle park, adjustable foots 
rests & 1x 6” bucket hatch

FEATURES:
•  Light weight, around 10kg lighter than 

comparable fishing kayaks
•  Center well with clear cover and bait board, 

the perfect tackle station and mounting 
area for fish finders

•  6x flush mount rod holders fitted for 
flexibility when placing fishing rods

•   Supplied with propelz speed paddle, deluxe 
fishing seat, 2x paddle parks, 
adjustable foots rests, 2x 6” bucket hatches 
& side carry handles

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 3.6m  
• Weight 24kg
• Width 82cm  
• Carrying capacity 175kg

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.1m  
• Weight 24kg
• Width 78cm  
• Carrying capacity 175kg



PROFISH RELOAD  
Premium Fishing Kayak

PODS, BAGS & COVERS

Pictured 
with  
optional 
rudder

The Profish Reload combines the best

features of the Profish 400 Lite and Profish

45, and adds a high level of performance.

This is a kayak full of innovative features to

provide kayak anglers the finest fishing kayak

available. Fast stable and easy to manage,

this is the kayak of choice for anglers seeking

touring endurance combined with the

stability to land record class fish! The Reload

Tackle Pod™ system offers a worldwide first:

a fully integrated and removable sounder,

battery, and transducer setup combined with

a large tackle storage space.

PROFISH RELOAD & GT 
TACKLE POD
Have an extra Tackle Pod with a different
layout. This Tackle Pod™ system offers
a worldwide first: a fully integrated and
removable sounder, battery, and transducer
setup combined with a large tackle storage
space.

KID POD FOR PROFISH  
RELOAD & GT
Convert your favorite fishing craft into a
family friendly 1 ½ person kayak, and get the
smaller family members on the water too.

VIKING CHILL POD
Fits the Profish Reload & GT, 400 – the 
unique low-windage shape and “bread bin” 
style lid make this the easiest and safest cold 
storage option for your kayak. The foamed 
polyethylene insulation layer is robust and 
easy to maintain.

PROFISH 440 TACKLE POD
Possibly the largest kayak tackle storage pod 
on the market, the cavernous 28 litres has the 
space to fit an amazing amount of gear.

PROFISH 400 & 45 TACKLE 
PODS
Light weight pod storage to fit the centre well 
with a generous 21 litre capacity. This is part of 
Viking’s “Load and Go” tackle storage concept.

INSULATED FISH BAGS & 
COVERS
These are the soft options for cool fish 
storage. The bags make it easy to keep your 
catch secure, and to carry to the car after 
a successful session. The covers offer the 
greatest versatility when transporting large 
fish, and make sliding your catch aboard in 
rough conditions easy.

FEATURES:
•  The Reload Tackle Pod™ system offers the 

ease and speed of “Load and Go”
•  A large front hatch offers storage for 

additional gear such as kayak trolleys and 
dry bags

•  The handy bait wells behind the seat 
double as dry lockers or can be used as a 
convenient place for drink bottles

•  Large recessed side handles make lifting and 
loading the Reload so much easier

•  6x flush mount rod holders
•   Supplied with propelz speed paddle, deluxe 

fishing seat, 1x paddle park, 
adjustable foots rests & 1x 6” bucket hatch 

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.5m  
• Weight 31kg
• Width 75cm  
• Carrying capacity 200kg

Reload tackle pod

Large Oval storage hatch

Optional kid pod

Reload side handle



28 Litre Center well

3 rear storage compartments

Optional Viking rudder

Large front storage well

TEMPO & PROFISH 45 
Electric Motor Mount Kit

PROFISH 45 Original 
Offshore Fishing Kayak

The Profish 45 has been designed with

stability and performance to tackle big fish in

coastal and offshore conditions. Minimal hull

slap makes this an ideal kayak for sneaking

close when fishing lures or for stealthy bait

presentations. A feature of the Profish 45 is

the harder chine design; this gives excellent

stability when landing large fish at the side

of the kayak. The full length keel strip and

Viking stern provide excellent tracking while an

optional rudder enhances control in all paddling

situations. The Profish 45 deck configuration

offers maximum on-water storage without need

to risk open hatches on the water.

FEATURES:
•   Stable straight tracking design, very controllable in 

breezy conditions even without the optional rudder
•   Quiet hull performance with very little hull slap 

making this the ultimate stealth fishing kayak
•   Large front well for maximum on-water storage 

- optional cover available
•   Massive 28L center well with cover & bait board
•   Separate soft bait well, somewhere to put 

those open packets where any leaks won’t be 
a problem

•   Easy clean bait wells behind the seat, these 
can be used as dry lockers or left as the ideal 
storage for natural baits

•   4x flush mount rod holders fitted,  
maximum flexibility for placing fishing rods

•   Supplied with free Speed paddle
•   Supplied with free Deluxe Fisherman seat

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Length 4.4m  
• Weight 28kg
• Width 77cm  
• Carrying capacity 180kg

INCLUDES:
•  30lb Minn Kota Motor  

modified with throttle extension  
and shortened shaft 

• Mounting Bracket  
•  Pedal Steering and lines to  

the rear  
• Battery Box and Strap  
• Terminals



This is your Viking Kayak advantage – locally
made and supported, and with a hull that’s
warranted for 30 years for the original owner.
We build kayaks that will go the distance, and
the extended warranty shows how proud we
are of the product we’re making for you.

Check out our website for the details and registration process.  

STORM  LAVA KIWI AURORA 

MANGO SUNSET SKY TEAL STORM PURPLE HAZE

Our commitment to  
bringing you the best...
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WARRANTY

GET SOCIAL!

NEW! Profish GT & Reload 
Colours now available!

INCLUDES:
•  30lb Minn Kota Motor  

modified with throttle extension  
and shortened shaft 

• Mounting Bracket  
•  Pedal Steering and lines to  

the rear  
• Battery Box and Strap  
• Terminals

Stay up to date with Viking Kayaks on your favourite social media platforms,
for all our latest news. videos, releases and special offers.

vikingkayaksaustralia vikingkayaks vikingkayaks

At Viking kayaks we’re dedicated to bringing
you the best kayaks suited to your paddling
enjoyment, comfort, and safety. Our whole
team paddle and contribute to the design
and manufacture of Viking Kayaks, so all our
craft are built to suit our rugged and unique
conditions. By using a range of premium
materials and techniques we ensure you’re
purchasing what we believe are the best you
can buy.

As an example: we use waterproof marine
rated inserts molded into our kayaks to attach
fittings and accessories, but also customize
kayaks using the most appropriate fastening
systems suited to each project. Contact our
Special Projects Department if you’d like
your new Viking Kayak to get the personal
treatment.

PADDLES

PROPELZ ECO
Alloy 2-piece construction, easy to fit in your 
car, robust and simple to use, suits the whole 
family, 222cm 

PROPELZ SPEED
Fibreglass 2-piece construction, easy to fit in 
your car, length and pitch adjustable to suit a 
broad range of paddlers, 220 – 230cm 



29 Hi-Tech Drive

Kunda Park QLD

1800 00 42 40

sales@vikingkayaks.com.au

www.vikingkayaks.com.au

YOUR VIKING KAYAKS DEALER:


